Our previous research has shown that the enhanced Fuzzy C-Means algorithm (eFCM) can improve the clustering quality in the big cross-sectional "synthetic data" [1] where a substantive number of clusters are identified with different degrees of overlap, with enhanced computational efficiency. Here, we provide additional evidence to showcase that our novel initialization method built in MIFuzzy [2-9] [10-12] can improve the computational efficiency in big longitudinal intervention data with missing values. Our numerical analyses further show this improvement in identifying clusters from simulated big incomplete longitudinal data generated using the parameters of our real longitudinal intervention data with missing values. Our findings imply the applicability of this algorithm to similar studies.
Introduction:
In the past, we developed multiple imputation based fuzzy clustering (MIFuzzy) and its validation methods to identify trajectory patterns in high dimensional and highly heterogeneous longitudinal trial data with missing values from observational studies and random controlled trials (RCT) [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . Our recently developed enhanced Fuzzy C-Means algorithm (eFCM) [1] is an improvement of fuzzy clustering methods because it was designed to overcome possible local optimal solution and the computational inefficiency of such algorithms by introducing a method to carefully seed the initial cluster centroids. eFCM incorporates the initialization idea of Kmeans++ into Fuzzy C-Means (FCM) to avoid local minima and improve computational efficiency. We also built our algorithm into MIFuzzy and tested it on our real longitudinal RCT data (called TDTA) [3, 4, 6, 8, 13] . Our findings show that our novel approach improved the computational efficiency while maintaining the same clustering accuracy as MIFuzzy. This paper further uses numerical analyses to showcase the computational efficiency of this new method using big incomplete simulated longitudinal data using the parameters obtained from our real longitudinal intervention data (TDTA).
Methods:
As an extensison to FCM, we have introduced a novel initialization method to overcome the possible local optimal and improve the computational efficiency of standard FCM algorithms, by adapting the initialization scheme of Kmeans ++. Recall the objective function of FCM formulated as below:
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Further, we incorporated this initialization method into MIFuzzy to extend its capability to handle incomplete longitudinal intervention data. Given the terminating cluster using the rule of thumb, the square root of (N/2), our method derived the optimal number of clusters across multiply imputed datasets using the average Xie-Beni [14] across all imputed datasets and our visualization-aided validation [1-5, 8-11].
Numerical Analysis:
The following section demonstrates how well MIFuzzy embedded with this new initialization method performs on simulated big longitudinal data. In the context of longitudinal studies, we simulated the big data by obtaining the parameters, the mean vectors and standard deviations of the clusters in our real longitudinal RCT data, TDTA, assuming multivariate normal distribution. After generating 1000, 100,000, 200,000 observations, we supplied these datasets as input to demonstrate the computational efficiency and accuracy of this new-initialization enabled MIFuzzy. The means and standard deviations of TDTA clusters are listed in Table and four synthetic datasets(S-sets), S1, S2, S3, S4 [16] with varying complexity in terms of spatial distribution of points within clusters and the clusters themselves. For this paper, we implemented our method in MATLAB ® [17] . Fig  1 displays the running time for over 3000 iterations for traditional FCM and our method across a set of the simulated datasets based on TDTA parameters (named, TDTA 1k, TDTA 100k, TDTA 200k) . While maintaining the clustering accuracy (97%), our experiments seem to reveal that this new method performs better than FCM in terms of computational efficiency with an average runtime difference of 0.1 seconds and a more obvious increasing difference of ~0.2 at a larger sample size of 200k across our simulated big longitudinal datasets.
Conclusion:
Our previous research and current study show that the centroid initialization idea of Kmeans++ can be adapted to fuzzy clustering methods [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] , including MIFuzzy, to solve the local optimization issue and enhance computational efficiency. Exploiting our MIFuzzy to handle complex longitudinal behavioral intervention data, our new approach could further increase the computational efficiency of fuzzy clustering on big incomplete longitudinal data while producing optimal clustering quality.
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